
Overheard at the 
Attendance Form



1/29: If you were a celestial body, how close would 
a person have to get before they were tidally 
disrupted?
● about two radii
● yes.
● past the nono square



1/31: Would you rather fight one black hole-sized 
neutron star or ten neutron-star-sized black holes?
● ten neutron star sized black holes--- could 

pit them against each other and have them 
eat each other (1black hole+1 black hole= 
0black holes?)

● I ate a burrito today.



2/5: Craziest theory for what dark matter is:
● \varnothing
● The souls of Berkeley students :)
● <iframe width=500 height=570 

frameBorder="0" 
src="https://www.dwitter.net/e/6723" 
allowFullScreen="true"></iframe>



2/7: What is your favorite coding language and 
why is it Python?
● Python because it's a snake and peanut 

butter doesn't go well with cars
● python--because my anaconda don't lie
● None, I hate them all



2/12: The universe ended as it began, not with a 
bang but with a
● Whimper
● whimper
● whimper in the wind
● Makena Fetzer
● rip



2/14: Appropriate response to someone calls you 
an astrologer?
● Calmly but firmly ask them to leave the 

premises
● Pls
● ¯\_(ツ)_/¯



2/21: Limit of happiness as number of midterms 
goes to infinity
● Sad :(
● Romain Hardy
● You just use L' Hospitals.  You get there in 

L'Ambulance.



2/28: If you could name an astronomical object, 
what object would you name, and what name 
would you give it?
● I would rename the moon. It would forever 

be known as the butt.
● the sun, I would name it something really 

plain-- like Bob, and expect everyone to call 
it by that like it was a totally normal term



3/5: What clever question should we ask on 
Wednesday?
● idk
● What clever question should we ask 

Monday?
● Why can't I write "RomaIn Hardy?"



3/7: Describe this class in a single sentence, but 
alliterate it.
● Patient python programming provides 

particularly pretty plots.
● Romain hardy rOmain hardy roMain hardy 

romAin hardy romaIn hardy romaiN hardy 
romain Hardy romain hArdy romain haRdy 
romain harDy romain hardY.



3/12: How bothered are you that 131 Campbell 
was double booked?
● poop emoji
● Vincent van goh
● Hella
● excited until I realized we still had class



π: What is your favorite kind of π?
● Never ending
● space time pi
● 3.14159265stevenhawkingromainharding



3/19: Come up with an original acronym for the 
stellar classification spectral types (O, B, A, F, G, K, 
M).
● Oh boy a free green killer mango
● OJGIHK
● learning latex today



3/21: If you could make any scientist the 
president, who would it be?

● Dr. Phil
● chancellor dirks
● Romain Hardy



4/2: The most astronomical thing you did during 
spring break:

● Ate an astronomical amount of sushi
● I went to the moon
● Looked at the moon
● stayed up till 4 am



4/4: If you could change one dumb 
physics/astronomy convention, which one would it 
be?
● the earth is flat
● The Flat Earth Society Convention
● Call Einstein's equations "Matthew's 

Equations"



4/11: This semester I...
● Pythoned
● took an L but tonite I bounce back
● AM A BUG



4/16: The craziest thing that people actually 
believe:
● teachers won't curve a class with an F 

average
● JEsUsUs is aLivEEee````1/.
● That there isn't a coffee shop in dwinelle



4/18: What are you most looking forward to this 
summer or for next semester?
● upper div astro! yay!
● going home and being in the warmth and 

sunshine
● where I'm living (house for the summer, 

coop)
● I'm getting married!



THANKS EVERYONE FOR A 
GREAT SEMESTER :)


